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The full IAB report can be found on the IAB webpage and in the proceedings:


Highlighting recent IAB documents

- **RFC 9413** (Maintaining Robust Protocols) and
- **RFC 9419** (Considerations on Application - Network Collaboration Using Path Signals) published

For feedback or questions, feel free to send mail to iab@iab.org or iab-chair@iab.org!
Proposed IAB Technical Programs

- **Wholistic Human-Oriented Discussions on Identity Systems (WHODIS)**
  - Focuses on standardized identity systems used in practice, particularly:
    1. Survey the identity standardization landscape (inside and outside of the IETF)
    2. Distill practical use cases for identity systems
    3. Identify gaps and opportunities for technical work that can help address important use cases

- **E-impact**
  - Venue for discussing environmental impacts and sustainability of Internet technology
  - Targets topics not yet progressed into concrete standards or research efforts in the IETF/IRTF
  - Coordination point for work across multiple WGs/RGs

Please provide feedback to architecture-discuss@iab.org / e-impact@ietf.org or directly to the IAB (iab@iab.org)!
Appointments and Thanks!

- **Suzanne Woolf** appointed as the IETF delegate to the ICANN Nominating Committee
- **Laura Thomson** re-appointed to the ISOC Board of Trustees

- **Russ Housley** and **Barry Leiba** re-appointed to [Community Coordination Group (CCG)](https://www.ietf.org/affiliates/community-coordination-group)
- **Tim April** re-appointed to [Root Zone Evolution Review Committee (RZERC)](https://www.ietf.org/affiliates/root-zone-evolution-review-committee)
A Note on Recent Blog Posts

- Report from the 2023 IAB and IESG retreat
- IETF 116 Highlights and other thoughts

Did you read them? Did you find them interesting? Is that a good way to report out? Would you like to see more? Or something different?

Please provide feedback to the IAB/IESG, me (ietf@kuehlewind.net) as author, or Greg Wood (ghwood@staff.ietf.org) our Director of Communications!
Other IAB meetings

The IAB Liaison Coordinators will hold office hours Thursday lunch time

- When: Thursday, July 27, 11:30-12:30
- Where: Continental 1

EDM program meeting was this morning! But feel free to join the mailing list: edm@iab.org

IAB Open meeting was yesterday!